9:30–11:30 a.m.
“CAMPUS CHATTER” A MUSICAL BASED ON INTERVIEWS WITH UD STUDENTS 2012–15

In 2013 and 2015, The University of Delaware Master Players Concert Series presented a workshop and a fully staged musical based on interviews previously held with students. In the session, Emily Bonistall Postel, the lead interviewer; Joyce Hill Stoner (interviewer and lyricist); Scott F. Mason (librettist), and Xiang Gao (composer and producing artistic director) will discuss the process of turning interviews into dialogue and songs. Four UD students who appeared in the musical: William Bryant, Heather Conrad, Seraphina Cromwell, and Ethan Udovich, will discuss preparing for their roles, performing in the show, and their reactions to the experience. Selections of dialogue and songs will be presented live and on video during the discussions.

11:30 a.m.–Noon
ADVOCACY BY WAY OF BYSTANDER INTERVENTION

with Fatiimah Stone, Sr. Associate Director, Office of Equity and Inclusion and Jennifer Daniels, Associate Director, Office of Equity and Inclusion

Often times students will be faced with challenging and uncomfortable interactions that they may encounter firsthand or as a bystander. Being a prosocial bystander and ally can help strengthen the campus community and improve our campus climate. OEI will speak to students about different ways to facilitate difficult conversations around diversity and difference.

Doors open at 9 a.m.
Light breakfast will be served.
Lunch will be served at Noon.

These events are free and open to the public.

RSVP to this event at vpd@udel.edu

Dare to be first.
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